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[1] The spatial and temporal distribution of the stress on the fault plane of the 1999

Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake is calculated from kinematic inversion results using a
three-dimensional finite difference method for solving the elastodynamic equations. We
analyze the relations between stress and slip for all grid positions on the fault, and use
these relations to infer the friction law for the rupture. The dynamic source parameters
were also determined. Our results show that for most of the points on the fault, the
relation between stress and slip was consistent with the slip-weakening law during the
rupture process, especially for those points with large slip. However, consistency with
the velocity-weakening law is not clear from the observed relation between stress and
slip velocity. The distributions of the dynamic parameters on the fault are very
heterogeneous. The peak value of the static stress drop is 35 MPa. In general, high
stress drop occurred in the areas with large slip. The estimated strength excesses are
generally small suggesting that the tectonic shear stress had reached the level of the
fault strength before the main shock. The slip-weakening distance Dc and the fracture
energy Gc are proportional to the final slip. The aftershock activity correlates with the
spatial distribution of dynamic source parameters. Usually, the aftershocks near the fault
plane are concentrated in regions with small or negative static stress drop, and there
were few aftershocks in regions which had large values of critical slip-weakening
INDEX TERMS: 7209 Seismology: Earthquake dynamics and mechanics; KEYWORDS:
distance Dc.
dynamic source parameters, Chi-Chi earthquake, stress drop, slip weakening frictional law, slip weakening
distance, strength excess
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1. Introduction
[2] Earthquake source processes are very complex at all
scales. Well-recorded earthquakes, such as the 1992 Landers earthquake, the 1995 Kobe earthquake, the 1999 ChiChi earthquake and the 2000 Tottori earthquake, give
seismologists the opportunity to investigate the source
process in detail. Waveform inversion techniques have been
widely applied to near source strong motions and more
detailed kinematic source models have been obtained
[Hartzell and Heaton, 1983; Archuleta, 1984; Wald and
Heaton, 1994; Ide et al., 1996; Yoshida et al., 1996;
Sekiguchi et al., 2000; Iwata et al., 2000a, 2000b]. These
kinematic inversion results gave us the slip distributions on
the fault planes. But for these kinematic models, there are
Copyright 2003 by the American Geophysical Union.
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some physical inconsistencies in the stress-slip relations
compared to the real earthquake source process. In the
kinematic models the rupture is assumed to propagate at a
constant speed or within a certain range of speeds [Peyrat
et al., 2001], and the time-dependent slip function is the
fundamental parameter. Questions about the physics of the
rupture processes are not addressed. In fact, an earthquake
is a dynamically propagating shear crack that radiates
seismic waves and the stress variation on the fault plane
is an indication of the dynamic behavior of earthquake
rupture. As Aki and Richards [1980] pointed out, to understand the physical processes occurring in the source region,
one must study stress-dependent material properties. That
is, one examines the way in which material failure nucleates and spreads (e.g., over a fault plane), rapidly relieving
stresses that had slowly risen (due to long-term tectonic
processes) to exceed the strength of material in the source
region. Dynamic simulations on earthquake rupture pro-
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cesses are the best way to investigate the physics of
earthquakes.
[3] Since the pioneering work of Quin [1990], many
papers have investigated the dynamic processes of earthquakes [Fukuyama and Mikumo, 1993; Olsen et al., 1997;
Fukuyama and Madariaga, 1998, 2000; Madariaga et al.,
1998; Aochi et al., 2000; Miyatake, 2000; Oglesby et al.,
2000.]. In general, forces or stresses on fault planes are
considered fundamental quantities in the dynamic models.
An earthquake involves three main stages: (1) initiation of
rupture, (2) frictional sliding during the rupture process,
(3) and termination of the rupture. Laboratory experiments
show that the relationship between sliding displacement
and applied shear stress is not smooth. The dynamics of
frictional sliding are very complex. How to describe the
relationship during stage 2 is the goal of constitutive
friction laws. The friction laws determine the fault behavior, and control the rupture processes. For dynamic simulation of the seismic source rupture process, the friction
laws play an important role. For different earthquakes, the
source rupture processes appear to be different. This
diversity and complexity suggest that material properties
controlling rupture evolution are spatially heterogeneous
and may vary strongly for different earthquakes. Accordingly, understanding the prevailing friction laws and the
relevant parameters could provide a unifying physical
basis for understanding this variability and heterogeneity
of the source processes. Two friction laws have been
commonly used: the slip-weakening law [Ida, 1972;
Andrews, 1976; Day, 1982.] and the velocity weakening
law [Carlson and Langer, 1989; Cochard and Madariaga,
1994, 1996; Fukuyama and Madariaga, 1998]. Laboratory
experiments of rock friction show that many materials
become weaker with increasing slip and eventually enter
the stable sliding mode. This behavior is known as slip
weakening. Also some materials exhibit an inverse
dependence of friction on slip velocity. This type of
behavior is known as velocity weakening. Many studies
have presented various friction laws based on laboratory
experiments of rock friction in which frictional sliding is
regarded as an analog to fault slip in natural earthquakes
[Dieterich, 1978; Dieterich et al., 1978; Okubo and Dieterich, 1984; Ohnaka, 1990; Ohnaka and Shen, 1999]. This
is because direct measurements of stress at or near a fault
are only possible at shallow depth and these results are
difficult to reconcile with one of the friction laws. However, the scale of laboratory rock experiments is too small
compared with a fault to apply the experimental results
directly to actual earthquakes. Thus, we need to estimate
the friction laws from the observed waveform data of
actual events. In recent years, the detailed kinematic
models of earthquake slip obtained for some large wellrecorded events provide us the means to indirectly infer
some of the characteristics of the stress field acting on
earthquake faults. In this study, we will use a 3-D finite
difference method (FDM) proposed by Pitarka [1999]
under appropriate boundary conditions to directly solve
the elastodynamic equations and calculate the stress spatiotemporal distribution over a fault plane from a kinematic inversion result. We apply this approach to study the
dynamic source parameters of the 1999 Chi-Chi, Taiwan,
earthquake and try to infer from the results some aspects

of the dynamics of the rupture during this event, including
friction laws.

2. Calculation Method and the Fault Model of the
Chi-Chi Earthquake
[4] To determinate the stress field on the fault plane from
the slip spatiotemporal distribution obtained by kinematic
inversion, we used a 3-D finite difference method (FDM)
presented by Pitarka [1999] to solve the following elastodynamic equations with appropriate boundary condition:
Equations of momentum conservation


8
@t vx ¼ b @x txx þ @y txy þ @z txz þ fx
>
>
>
>
<


@t vy ¼ b @x txy þ @y tyy þ @z tyz þ fy
>
>
>
>


:
@t vz ¼ b @x txz þ @y tyz þ @z tzz þ fz

ð1Þ

Stress-strain relations


8
@t txx ¼ ðl þ 2mÞ@x vx þ l @y vy þ @z vz
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
@t tyy ¼ ðl þ 2mÞ@y vy þ lð@x vx þ @z vz Þ
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
< @t tzz ¼ ðl þ 2mÞ@z vz þ lð@x vx þ @z vz Þ


>
>
@t txy ¼ m @y vx þ @x vy
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
> @t txz ¼ mð@z vx þ @x vz Þ
>
>
>
>


:
@t tyz ¼ m @z vy þ @y vz

ð2Þ

In these equations, (nx, ny, nz) are the particle velocity
components; (txx, tyy, tzz, txy, txz, tyz) are the stress
components; ( fx, fy, fz) are the body force components; b=
1/r is the buoyancy, r is the density; l and m are the Lamé
coefficients; and the @ x, @ y, @ z, and @ t, are shorthand
representations of the differential operators @/@ x, @/@ y, @/@ z,
and @/@ t. In this method, the fourth-order staggered grid
expressions for discrete spatial differential operators and the
second-order approximate for time derivatives are used to
model wave propagation in 3-D elastic media.
[5] Figure 1 shows the fault model of the 1999 Chi-Chi
earthquake. The fault model is the same as the one used by
Iwata et al. [2000b] for kinematic inversion analyses.
Details of the kinematic model will be given in section 3.
The fault model has a curved plane and is divided into
subfaults. In the FDM coordinate system, we adopt x axis is
the direction N93E, y axis is the direction N3E, and z axis
is direction down. During the calculation, we used four
boundary conditions. The first set of boundary conditions is
the free surface condition, which is the zero-stress formulation [Graves, 1996], tzz jz=0 = txz jz=0 = tyz jz=0 = 0. The
second set of boundary conditions is the continuity condition at each layer interface included in the medium, that is,
the continuity of stresses and displacements. The third set of
boundary conditions is an absorbing boundary condition
[Clayton and Engquist, 1977] for the side and bottom
boundaries that attenuates elastic waves reflected back from
these artificial side and bottom boundaries of the model
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Figure 1. (a) Map showing the surface breaks of the Chi-Chi earthquake (thick curve) with the
projection of the fault model onto the free surface (dot is the center of each subfault). The star is the
epicenter. (b) The geometry of the fault model of the Chi-Chi earthquake [Iwata et al., 2000b]. The star is
the hypocenter.
space. The fourth set of boundary conditions is for the
points on the fault plane. For these points, we used the
kinematic inversion results as the fault plane boundary
conditions. The kinematic inversion results gave us the slip
distributions on each subfault. Each subfault is like a point
source with arbitrary focal mechanism; the moment tensor
components can be represented as an equivalent distribution
of body force couples centered at the grid point corresponding to each subfault. We used the moment tensor source
formulation proposed by Graves [1996], which use a distribution of body forces are added to the individual components of velocity.
[6] In this work, we only consider the shear stress along
the direction of slip on each subfault. The appendix
describes detail how to calculate the stress along the slip
direction from the six stress components (txx, tyy, tzz, txy,
txz, tyz) for each subfault.

3. Stress Field on the Fault Plane of the 1999
Chi-Chi, Taiwan, Earthquake
[7] The 21 September 1999 M7.6 Chi-Chi, Taiwan, earthquake is one of the strongest earthquakes in history in
Taiwan, and a large number of strong motion records were
obtained during this event. The fault rupture during this
earthquake is very complex. A single fault plane segment is
not sufficient to describe the fault. Iwata et al. [2000b] used
a nonplanar fault model as shown in Figure 1 and 31 station
data (velocity 0.05 – 0.5 Hz) to successfully invert the

kinematic source model of this earthquake. Figure 2 is the
final slip distribution obtained on the fault [Iwata et al.,
2000b]. As shown in Figure 2, strong slip heterogeneity is
observed. Large slips are observed in the northern part and
along the shallowest part of the fault. The directions and
magnitudes of the inverted slip vectors in the shallow part of
the fault roughly coincide with the observations of surface
rupture. In this study, we used Iwata et al.’s kinematic
inversion results to analyze the stress distribution on the
fault by the method described in section 2. As shown in
Figure 1, the fault has a curved surface. When it is projected
onto the free surface, it is 78 km in length and 39 km in
width. The fault is divided into 26  13 subfaults, and each
subfault occupies a 3 km  3 km area when it is projected
onto the free surface. Since the fault plane is curved, each
subfault has different strike and dip. However, most of the
subfaults have a strike direction of N3E and a dip angle of
29. We used the same one-dimensional model of velocities
and densities in the source region (Table 1) as used in the
kinematic inversion by Iwata et al. [2000b]. In order to
satisfy the stability condition for FDM, and also in order to
represent the fault geometry adequately, the grid sizes used
in our FDM calculation were chosen as x = y = 0.60 km,
and z = 0.33 km.
[8] Figure 3 shows the spatial and temporal distribution
of stress on the fault plane inferred from the kinematic
inversion results. From the computed stress time histories
on the fault we can estimate dynamic parameters, such as
strength excess, dynamic stress drop and static stress drop.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the final slip on the fault [Iwata et al., 2000b]. The horizontal component of
the final slip is contoured, and the star is the hypocenter.
Figure 4 shows a typical time history of stress on the fault and
illustrates how to estimate the three parameters from a time
history of stress. As shown in Figure 4, the shear stress
increases above the initial stress level s0 and reaches a peak sy
just before rupture. Then the stress drops to a minimum level
sf, before increasing slightly again to its final static value ss.
The strength excess ty is defined as the amount of stress
increase necessary to make the fault slip, i.e., ty = sy  s0,
the dynamic stress drop td corresponds to the largest drop
from the initial shear stress level during the rupture process,
i.e., td = s0  sf, while the static stress drop ts
measures the change in stress produced by the earthquake,
i.e., ts = s0  ss. Since we do not know the absolute
values of the initial stress field on the fault and seismic
waves are only sensitive to the stress change, the estimated
dynamic parameters are relative values. The relation of slip
and stress at each grid point of the fault can be used to study
the friction laws during the rupture of this earthquake.

4. Friction Laws and Dynamic Parameters of the
Chi-Chi Earthquake Friction Law
[9] The time histories of slip and stress on the fault plane
of the Chi-Chi earthquake afford an opportunity to study the
friction laws that governed the rupture process of an earthquake. Ide and Takeo [1997] were the first to investigate
friction laws from data for a real earthquake (the 1995 Kobe
earthquake). Their results show that for most points on the
fault plane of the 1995 Kobe earthquake, the slip weakening

law was followed during the rupture process, and the slip
weakening rate in the shallow parts was significantly smaller
than those in the deeper parts. It was not clear if velocity
weakening behavior was observed. In this study, we examined the relationships between stress and slip, and between
stress and slip rate on the Chi-Chi earthquake fault; tried to
obtain the friction laws as well as the dynamic parameters.
[10] Figure 5 shows a typical slip-dependent (slip-weakening) and a typical rate-dependent (velocity-weakening)
friction law. The corresponding dynamic parameters are
also shown in Figure 5. In Figure 5a, Gc = (sy  ss) 
Dc/2 is the fracture energy for the slip-weakening model.
Figure 6 shows our results for the shear stress as a function
of slip (Figure 6a) and the shear stress as a function of slip
rate (Figure 6b) at some grid points on the fault. Our results
are similar to those obtained by Ide and Takeo [1997]. In
our case, the behavior of most of the grid points on the fault
Table 1. Velocity Structure Used in This Calculation
Depth, km

Vp, km/s

Vs, km/s

Density, kg/m3

Qp

Qs

0.00
0.91
1.91
3.70
8.00
13.0
17.0
25.0
30.0

2.88
3.15
4.37
5.13
5.90
6.21
6.41
6.83
7.29

1.55
1.70
2.50
2.85
3.30
3.61
3.71
3.95
4.21

2000.
2050.
2300.
2400.
2600.
2700.
2750.
2800.
3000.

200.
400.
500.
500.
550.
600.
700.
800.
1000.

100.
200.
250.
250.
270.
300.
350.
400.
500.
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Figure 3. Spatial and temporal distribution of stress on the fault inferred from the kinematic inversion
result.
is consistent with a slip weakening law, especially for those
with a large slip. However, in our results, the slip weakening
rate does not significantly vary with depth. Bouchon et al.
[1998] also obtained the same result for the 1995 Kobe
earthquake. In Figure 6a, except those points near the free
surface (the three dark solid lines, depth is 2 km), the slip
weakening rate of the other points at different depth is
nearly same. The free surface condition we used in FDM
makes the stress of points at near the free surface change
slowly. Accordingly the slip weakening rate of these points
is smaller than for points far from the free surface. From
Figure 6b, we cannot determine whether the behavior
follows the velocity-weakening law or not. As shown in
Figure 6b, when rupture starts, the stress decreases with the
slip rate increasing, which is the behavior of a velocityweakening law, but after the peak value of slip rate, the
stress still decreases with the slip rate decreasing, which is
not the behavior of a velocity-weakening law. This is
because that velocity weakening occurred initially, but the
fault did not recover strength as long as it was still moving.
Ide and Takeo [1997] obtained the same result. They
pointed out that although the velocity weakening in the slip
accelerating process is visible, this is trivial and easily
predicted by slip weakening behavior. On the other hand,
velocity weakening behavior is unclear in the slip decelerating process. Also, it is difficult to determine the slip at low
rate by waveform inversion. This is because of the poor
resolution of the data at high frequency and the constraints

imposed on the model to perform the inversion. We need a
high resolution of the slip model to check velocity-weakening laws in the future. In this study, we determined the
dynamic parameters based on a simple slip-weakening law
as described by
Initial condition: D = 0, s < sy

8


>
< sy þ ss  sy D
Dc
s¼
>
:
ss

0<D

Dc

ð3Þ

D > Dc

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of determination of the
strength excess, static stress drop, and dynamic stress drop.
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Figure 5. (a) A simple and typical slip-weakening friction law. (b) A simple and typical velocityweakening friction law.
where D is the slip, Dc is the critical slip-weakening
distance, s is the shear stress, and ss, sy are the static stress
level and yield stress level, respectively. In this model, the
crack tip serves as a stress concentrator [Ita, 1972; Ohnaka
and Yamashita, 1989]. If the stress at the crack tip exceeds a
critical value sy, then the crack begins to rupture and the
stress drops to the dynamic frictional value sf as the fault

slips locally to release the stress. After that, the stress
usually increases again and finally reaches the static value
ss as the rupture stops. Figure 4 shows this process.
4.1. Stress Drop
[11] Figure 7 shows snapshots of the distributions of slip
and stress on the fault plane of the Chi-Chi earthquake.

Figure 6. (a) Shear stress as a function of slip and (b) shear stress as a function of slip rate at some grid
points on the fault plane. The locations of these points are shown in right.
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lates with the final slip distribution (Figure 2). In general,
large stress drop occurs around areas with a large slip. From
Figure 8, we notice that there are very large stress drops at
the bottom of the fault; this is an unexpected phenomenon
for the dynamic simulation. The most likely causation of
this phenomenon is because of the kinematic inversion
results. As Figure 2 shows, some of these areas also have
quite large slip. The stresses are an artifact due to the fact
that slip does not go to zero at the borders of the fault model
(Figure 2). Stress, in theory, will become infinite at the
borders of the fault. We will check this phenomenon in our
future dynamic simulation of the ground motion.
[12] The spatial distribution of dynamic stress drop is
very similar with that of static stress drop, with amplitude
values 10 to 40% higher. The dynamic stress drop is
positive everywhere, indicating that after rupture, the shear
stress always drops below its initial level, and eventual
increases slightly again to its finial static values.
4.2. Strength Excess
[13] Figure 9 shows the distribution of strength excess on
the fault. The amount of stress increase necessary for the
fault rupture varies depending on the position on the fault.
The strength excess is only a fraction of a megapascal
around the hypocenter, so the rupture starts easily from
there. The estimated strength excesses are generally small,
suggesting that the tectonic shear stress had reached close to
the level of the fault strength before the earthquake over a
major portion of the fault. The several exceptions are some
points in the northern part of the fault, their strength
excesses reach 3 MPa. From the viewpoint of dynamic
rupture, these points with large strength excess will delay
the rupture propagation. In Figure 9, we overlaid the rupture
starting time of the kinematic model. From Figure 9, we see
that the kinematic model shows rupture delay in the middle
depths of the northern part, but failed in the other parts. This
is a defect of the kinematic model; during the kinematic
inversion, the technique of multitime window linear waveform inversion procedure by Hartzel and Heaton [1983]
was used and the rupture velocity for each time window was
assumed as 2 km/s. This means the rupture was constrained
to propagate within a certain range of speeds. Because of
this, the kinematic model can not reveal some characteristics of source rupture process.

Figure 7. Snapshots of the distribution of slip and stress
on the fault plane of the Chi-Chi earthquake.

Figure 8 shows the spatial distribution of stress drop (static
and dynamic) on the fault plane. As Figures 7 and 8 show,
the process of stress release is similar to the slip process,
and the distribution of the stress drop is very heterogeneous.
The largest stress drop did not occur in the hypocentral area,
but in the northern part. There, the peak value of static stress
drop reaches 35 MPa and the peak value of dynamic stress
drop reaches 40 MPa. The stress drop distribution corre-

4.3. Critical Slip-Weakening Distance Dc
[14] Another important parameter in the slip-weakening
model is critical slip-weakening distance Dc. Dc is defined
as the slip displacement required for the local strength in the
breakdown zone behind the rupture front to degrade to a
residual friction stress level. This critical slip displacement
is related to the physical state of the fault and controls the
evolution of stress toward its residual value when the fault
sliding velocity suddenly changes [Guatteri, 2001]. How to
estimate Dc is still under investigation. Several methods
have been proposed to estimate the value of Dc [Ide and
Takeo, 1997; Guatteri and Spudish, 2000; Pulido and
Irikura, 2000; Ohnaka, 2000; Zhang et al., 2001; Mikumo
et al., 2003]. Mikumo et al. [2003] presented an approach to
estimate the critical slip-weakening distance Dc based on the
relation between the breakdown time of shear stress, Tb, and
the time of peak slip velocity, Tpv. Figure 10 explains this
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Figure 8. Distribution (a) of static stress drop and (b) dynamic stress drop on the fault. The red star is
the hypocenter. In Figure 8a, the hypocenters of 96 early aftershocks are also plotted. These aftershocks
occurred near the fault.
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Figure 9. Distribution of strength excess on the fault plane with the distribution of kinematic rupture
time (white lines).

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of determination on the critical slip-weakening distance Dc [Mikumo
et al., 2003].
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Figure 11. Illustration of estimation Dc for three points on the Chi-Chi fault by the approach of Mikumo
et al. [2003]. The locations of the three points are shown on the top.

method. From results of numerical simulations and some
theoretical background of this method, they concluded that
Dc can be estimated with reasonable accuracy as the slip
displacement at the time of peak slip velocity Tpv if Tb and
Tpv are very close to each other. The value of Dc estimated
from this method is independent of fracture energy Gc.
Guatteri and Spudish [2000] found that from the estimates
of waveform inversion results, there is a trade-off between
strength excess and slip-weakening distance and only fracture energy can be estimated stably. In this study, we applied
the approach proposed by Mikumo et al. [2003] to estimate
Dc for those points when Tb Tpv. However, there are still
some points with Tb quite different from Tpv. For these
points, we estimated the Dc based on the relation between
stress and slip as shown in Figure 5a. Figure 11 illustrates
estimation Dc for three points on the fault by the approach
of Mikumo et al. [2003]. As shown in the figure, in our
case, the results of this approach accord with the definition
of Dcwhen Tb Tpv. We also calculated the fracture energy
for each subfault and obtained Gc from 105 to 108 J/m2;
these values are consistent with previous estimates for other
earthquakes, which range from 102 to 108 J/m2 [Husseini, et
al., 1975; Aki, 1979; Beroza and Spudich, 1988]. Figure 12
presents our results for the distribution of critical slipweakening distance Dc on the fault plane of the Chi-Chi
earthquake. In our case, Dc and Gc correlate with the final
slip Dfinal. Figure 13 shows the relations between of Dc, Gc
and the final slip Dfinal. As shown in Figure 13, in general,
the slip weakening distance Dc, and the fracture energy Gc,
is proportional to the final slip, i.e., Dc / Dfinal and Gc /
Dfinal2.2.
[15] We should point out that because of the resolution of
the kinematic inversion, for some locations it is difficult to
determine the slip weakening distance Dc, especially for
those points with a very small slip. Also, because of the
effects of spatial and temporal smoothing constraints
applied in kinematic inversion problem, the critical slip-

weakening distance Dc estimated from the kinematic inversion model is likely to be large [Ide and Takeo, 1997;
Guatteri and Spudish, 2000]. Our values of Dc can be
considered as an upper bound estimate since we are using
a kinematic model that was determined in a low and narrow
frequency band (0.05 – 0.5 Hz).
4.4. Relation Between Seismic Activity and Dynamic
Source Parameters
[16] Several attempts have been made to investigate the
relation between seismic activity and the spatial distributions of the dynamic source parameters [Marone and
Scholz, 1988; Scholz, 1988; Bouchon, 1997; Ide and Takeo,
1997; Guatteri and Spudish, 2000; Zhang et al., 2001], and
it has been found that aftershock seismic activity correlates
to the spatial distributions of the dynamic source parameters. In this section, we selected 96 aftershocks from the 146
early aftershocks occurring in the first one and a half days
after the main shock (from 1750 LT on 20 September to
2400 LT on 21 September 1999) to check the relation
between aftershock seismic activity and the spatial distributions of the dynamic source parameters. These 96 early
aftershocks occurred near the fault.
[17] In Figure 8a, we overlaid the hypocenters of the 96
early aftershocks of the Chi-Chi earthquake onto the spatial
distribution of the static stress drop on the fault. As shown
in Figure 8a, most of the aftershocks happened in the
regions of the fault where static stress drop was small or
negative. One interpretation is that, after the main shock, the
regions with large static stress drop became areas of low
level of tectonic stress and thus were much more stable. On
the other hand, the level of tectonic stress remained high for
the regions with small or negative static stress drop after
main shock, and this made them prone to aftershock
activity. However, in the northern shallow part of the fault,
there were few aftershocks though static stress drop was
also very small or negative in these areas. This paucity of

ZHANG ET AL.: DYNAMIC PARAMETERS OF THE CHI-CHI EARTHQUAKE
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Figure 12. Distribution of the slip-weakening distance Dc on the fault with the hypocenters of 96 early
aftershocks which happened near the fault.
seismic activity can be explained by the spatial distribution
of critical slip-weakening distance Dc. In Figure 11, we
overlaid the hypocenters of the 96 early aftershocks onto the
spatial distribution of the critical slip-weakening distance
Dc. In our case, larger values for Dc are found in several
places in the northern part of the fault. Scholz [1988]
indicated that if the critical slip distance Dc is too large,
the fault will be stable and will not generate earthquake.
Thus large values of Dc will prevent the seismic nucleation

process and there will be reduced aftershock activity in such
regions. Our result has proven this. As shown in Figure 11,
there were very few aftershocks in the northern part of fault
which have larger values of Dc.

5. Conclusions
[18] Stress evolution is estimated from the kinematic
inversion results on the entire plane of the Chi-Chi earth-

Figure 13. Slip-weakening distance Dc versus slip and the friction energy Gc versus slip on the fault.
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governing friction during real earthquakes. Nevertheless,
even with the poor resolution, our results can be considered
as a lower bound estimate for stress drop and strength
excess and an upper bound estimate for critical slip-weakening distance.

Appendix A

Figure A1. A small tetrahedron PABC around the center
of a subfault.
quake fault. The relations between stress and slip, stress and
slip rate on the fault, shows that most locations on the fault
plane followed the slip-weakening model during the ChiChi earthquake rupture. The applicability of the velocityweakening law is not conclusive. Our results show that the
distributions of the dynamic parameters on the fault are very
heterogeneous. The stress drop varies greatly over the fault
and its distribution has a strong correlation with the final
slip distribution. Large stress drops occur around areas with
large slip. The large stress drop at the bottom boundary of
the fault, which is an unexpected phenomenon for the
dynamic simulation, this is probably because of the kinematic inversion results. The estimated strength excesses are
generally small suggesting that the tectonic shear stress had
reached near the level of the fault strength before the main
shock. Concerning the slip-weakening distance Dc, which is
a very important parameter in the slip-weakening model,
our result shows that Dc is proportional to the final slip. The
aftershock activity is related to the spatial distribution of
dynamic source parameters. Usually, the aftershocks which
occurred near the fault plane concentrated in regions with
small or negative static stress drop. Large values of critical
slip-weakening distance Dc will prevent the seismic nucleation process and there will be reduced aftershock activity
in such regions. There indeed were few aftershocks in
regions which had large values of critical slip-weakening
distance Dc.
[19] We should point out that the inference of a fault
constitutive relation requires good resolution in the interval
of time and space. Our results are based on the kinematic
inversion results, and we did not examine the question of
resolution in this study. Because of the effects of spatial and
temporal smoothing constraints applied in kinematic inversion problems, the estimated dynamic source parameters in
this research may have some biases. Higher resolutions of
kinematic models as well as improved inversion schemes
are needed to further investigate the constitutive laws

[20] In the FDM calculation, we obtain the six stress
components (txx, tyy, tzz, txy, txz, tyz) for each of the
subfaults. Here we will explain how to calculate the shear
stress along the slip direction from the six stress components for each of subfaults.
[21] Assume P is the center of a subfault. We select a
small tetrahedron PABC as shown as Figure A1, which is
constituted by four planes, the plane PAB parallel to axis
the x-y plane, the plane PBC parallel to axis the y-z plane,
the plane PAC parallel to axis the x-z plane, and the plane
ABC parallel to the plane of the subfault. When this
tetrahedron is small, the plane ABC will trend to point P,
and the stresses on the plane ABC are equal to the stresses
on this subfault. Assuming N is the normal vector of ABC
plane:
Nx ¼ cosðN; xÞ ¼ l;

Ny ¼ cosðN; yÞ ¼ m;

Nz ¼ cosðN; zÞ ¼ n:
ðA1Þ

If the area of triangle ABC is S, then the areas of
triangle PBC, PAV, and PAB are lS, mS, and nS,
respectively. (Xn, Yn, Zn) are the stress components when
the stress on the plane of ABC is projected ontoP
the axes.
For the condition of force balance along xaxis, Fx = 0,
we get
Xn s  txx ls  tyx ms  txz ns ¼ 0

so,
Xn ¼ txx l þ tyx m þ txz n

Figure A2. Definition of the fault orientation parameters
and slip direction.
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Yn, Zn can be obtained by the same way. Thus
8
< Xn
Yn
:
Zn

¼ mtxx þ ltyx þ ntzx
¼ mtyx þ ltyy þ ntzy
¼ mtxz þ ltyz þ ntzz

ðA2Þ

Figure A2 defines of the fault orientation parameters
(strike f, dip d, rake l), and slip direction; f is measured
clockwise round from the y axis (in our FDM, N3E), d is
measured down from the horizontal, and l is the angle
between strike direction and slip. In Figure A2, N is fault
normal:
N ¼ sin d cos fx  sin d sin fy  cos dz;

i.e., l = sin d cos f, m = sin d sin f, n = cos d.
Projecting the stresses (Xn, Yn, Zn) from the x-y-z
coordinates onto the strike-dip-normal coordinates, we
obtain the stress components in strike, dip and normal:
8
tstrike
>
>
>
>
<
tdip
>
>
>
>
:
tnormal

¼

sinfXn þ cos fYn

¼ cosf cos dXn  sin f cos dYn þ cos dZn
¼

ðA3Þ

cos f sin dXn  sin f sin dYn  cos dZn

Then projecting the tstrike, tdip on the slip direction we
obtain the shear stress along the slip direction:
tslip ¼ tstrike cos l  tdip sin l:

ðA4Þ
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